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About This Game

Lethal League Blaze is an intense, high speed ball game, with unique characters, outta sight sounds and none of that weak shit.
In Shine City, the anti-gravity ball game has long been illegal. The group who kept playing was dubbed the Lethal League. Even

now, with their sport pushed underground, players and crews compete in the League for challenge and respect.
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In the game, the goal is to beat your opponents with the ball. You can manipulate the ball to get the perfect angle and use your
character's special moves to surprise them. But every strike speeds up the ball or even doubles its speed, up to shatteringly
extreme velocities. You can tag the ball to your color, but on those high speeds the tables are quickly turned. You can play

locally with friends and foes, by yourself in the singleplayer modes or battle it out online!

Featuring

Up to 4 players:
Play locally AND online with up to 4 players.

Easy to pick up, hard to master gameplay:
Start off simply hitting the ball faster and faster back and forth. Improve by learning how to use Smashes, Bunts and
Special Abilities to your advantage. Then go further beyond with parries and countering with throws ending with the
pure psychological goodness: taunts.

Tons of unlockable extras and secrets:
Unlock characters and their outfits as you play. New modes and stages are in there too and even the soundtrack can be
unlocked to play at leisure.

Play on your own:
Step up to the plate by yourself and beat a series of opponents in the Arcade Mode to reach the beat-blasting bossfight.
Then check out the event-based Story Mode that has you playing all sides of the going-downs in Shine City.

Modes and options:
Pick your preferred style of play like with HP, one-shot kill or points. And then there are game modes like Strikers,
using goals, and something called Lethal Volley...

Wicked Tracks:
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A Breakbeat, Hip-Hop and House soundtrack featuring the likes of Hideki Naganuma, Frank Klepacki, Pixelord, Bignic
and of course Klaus Veen.

Lethal League Blaze is the sequel to the popular projectile-fighting game Lethal League known for it's ridiculous speeds and
hitstun, the original game was intense to watch and intenser to play. This time around there will be double the characters at

launch and more to come after.
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Title: Lethal League Blaze
Genre: Action, Indie, Sports
Developer:
Team Reptile
Publisher:
Team Reptile
Release Date: 24 Oct, 2018

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system

OS: Windows 7

Processor: Intel Core i3 2.5GHz or AMD Phenom 2.5GHz

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: NVIDIA GeForce GTX 460 or ATI Radeon HD 5850

DirectX: Version 11

Network: Broadband Internet connection

Storage: 4 GB available space

Additional Notes: Intel onboard video cards are not recommended

English,French,Italian,German,Japanese,Russian,Simplified Chinese,Traditional Chinese
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This has quickly become my favorite fighting game of all time. It's colorful, easy to grasp but hard to master, and a lot of fun.
The roster is very well balanced and all of the characters are unique in their own ways. I just wish there were more people to
play with. I am having a hard time finding opponents in online matches.. its good
no, seriously
buy the game
buy it now
do it now
12\/10 thank you team reptile. Jet Set Radio meets baseball with dynamic characters filled with personality and style.
Simple enough mechanics that even casual fighters can hop in with easy enough practice and also has the most
important feature: Local Multiplayer. No need for both you and your friend to buy the game, just set aside some time
to be at their house to play it. It may even convince them to also buy the game!. Great game, but online is the
\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665iest thing i've ever seen in a long time. please fix it. Would only recommend for local
play and strongly advice against playing online. game good.
buy game.. If you're buying this game for the online experience don't bother - it's totally dead.

The game itself is really fun, there's a lot of complexity in what is ultimately a pretty simple game. There are a lot of
"hidden" abilities that aren't clear initially that can be fun, but ultimately there isn't enough in-game explanation of
what's going on and what things affect others. There's some way to grab the ball as you stand up that goes off a lot
accidentally more often than not and even in the training modes there's no explanation of it or how to use it.

I was able to complete all of the single player content in about 3 hours, but that's not really the point of this type of
game.

If you are playing local multiplayer it's a great experience, but it's not at all worth the money. This game should be
free. There's simply not any replay value since the online is so terrible.

The few times the online actually connects to someone else it is riddled with disconnects.

That would be bad enough, but the other problem is that the only people left who play this game are hard-core
dedicated players. I was never matched with another player of my rank and skill level even a little bit and apparently
there is some unspoken rule to never play with people you don't already know well in the community which completely
defeats the point of matchmaking. Most times, even before the match starts, players will leave the lobby once they get a
chance to see who they're playing against, which again even further ruins the matchmaking and online experience.

So if you're reading this to get a gauge on whether or not you should buy this game and you aren't extremely
experienced with the previous game, it's little more than a novelty on par with free-to-play mobile games. Save your
money.. AIN'T NOTHIN' LIKE A FUNKY BEAT. Shout out to the guy that wooped
my\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665and stayed for a whole hour to play with me you a real one. This game is one that I
will undoubtly sink many, many hours into. the basic gameplay is simple enough to learn in 30 minutes, yet has an
infinitely high skill ceiling. If you ever get bored of smash ultimate or other platform fighters, this game is a great
substitute. My one complaint is that starting out without help is extremely difficult, as there is no real 1v1 cpu
function, and online is crazy difficult. otherwise this game is an 8\/10 for sure.. Fun game and all, but I don't have
friends to smack balls with...
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it's really good holy crap play it
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